The Transmission-Activation's ~
The Divine Mother has announced our Next Reveal, and that is to
Expose the Energy deep within the Seven Seals.
She is asking us to Self-Commit and give-back into ourselves, that of what we
have given so much to other, thus creating Balance in this New Beginning.
As we Continue the process of Connecting the Codes that define
the Beauty from within, as to obtain and begin to Wear these Codes as
a Cloak of Consciousness.
Accessing the Power of the Higher Self, is to reach into the inner depths of
your Soul’s-Symmetry and learn how to utilize these Embedded Codes in your
daily life.
Light Language Activations Assist one to Open up the Encoded Embodiment of
the Seven Seals (Chakras), your Sacred Heritage and Gifts.
"The Wheels of Light (Chakras)
Spiral and Formulate the Energy to Survive.
The Awakened Sacred Seals of Seven, offer the Energy of Experiences to Thrive"
We are in the Prelude of many Gateways that are expanding wider. For the next
2 months, we are in a direct Alignment of particular Star-Systems that
can energize and help us, as we prepare for this next universal Shift.
Throughout this Series, each Participant
Activation (approximately 20-40 minutes long).
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We have been asked to Activate each of the Seven Seals (Chakras) one by one,
and each week thereafter.
This Activation-Transmission is a fast approach to move through the density of
matter, that may be Conflicting the Codes wanting to be accessed for its greater
use within the Embodiment.

The Frequency of the Light Language stimulates the connected geometries
from the cosmos while opening space within, thus creating Ebb and Flow. Light
Language is a Powerful Burst that arouses sleeping and dormant codes, cells
and collective tissues struggling to be awakened.
It quickens and accelerates the process of the Embodiment to be Engaged with
the Encodement’s wanting to be mate-matched, versus remaining separated.
Light Language helps to bypass the matter of trying to understand or an
emotion of feelings, thus allowing an immediate interaction with the Light Body,
eventually penetrating the Makeup of Matter for its Magic to occur.
~ When opening the Seven Seals to Heal, these Light Language ActivationTransmissions, may help bypass the Mental Mind from trying to interpret the
entire
process
of
what
the
person
is
going
through.
It releases and frees the Mind from any disturbances that the Ego would want
to interrupt.
~ It Releases Energetic blockages that have held one ransom of their own
abilities to selfheal, thus allowing freedom to take flight.
~ It Activates the DNA, also triggering the Pineal Gland to Expand
and Energize into a Higher Frequency Field.
~ Opens Gateways to Access your innate Wisdom and Sacred Knowledge.
~ Begins to open the Embodiments Super Freeway, releasing the detours of life
from Emotional, Physical, Spiritual and Mental mishaps.
As the Light Language Activations Connect to the Codes, a direct Channel opens
up to allow the Light Frequency to Spiral around the Spine holding the Seven
Seals. Your Intelligent self (Higher-Self) begins to communicate an infinite
amount of Harmonic Tones that will send subliminal messages to your entire
embodiment, accessing what still needs to be healed and/or Activate and flip
the switch to the Gifts just waiting to be Revealed.
~ Anyone may participate.

There aren’t any TIME SPECIFICATIONS, and may be Received when
the Participant is Ready to Receive.
~ It is a quick process, with little requirements involved. Simply be in tune with
your Embodiment, be willing to receive and take time to Calibrate and Balance
the New Energy Arriving within.

Mary Martin
Guided Hands offers Energy Experiences to assist in
Spiritual Activation’s,
while
Awakening
the
Embodiment’s System during this Accessional Process.
As a Minister, Messenger, Medium, Mentor, Mediator,
Muse and Modern-Day Mystic, Mary helps people
connect to their Spiritual Embodiment, through their Akashic Records,
Activation's, Karmic Balancing, Attunement's, Clearings, Healings, and Blessings
by Teaching and Assisting one to raise and maintain their own vibrational
frequency.
As a Humanitarian and Spiritual Teacher, she has dedicated her life and abilities
to helping people Worldwide and is committed in these services through travels,
healings, messages, teachings and charitable offerings as a Mother of Many.

